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Abstract: Ageing changes to the various components of the accommodative system of the eye 
lens contribute to the loss of focusing power. The relative contributions of each ageing 
component, however, are not well defined. This study investigates the contribution of geometric 
parameters and material properties on accommodation simulated using models based on human 
lenses aged 16, 35 and 48 years. Each model was tested using two different sets of material 
properties and a range of zonular fibre angles and compared to results from in vivo 
measurements. The geometries and material parameters of older and younger lens models were 
interchanged to investigate the role of shape and material on accommodative capacity. Results 
indicate that geometry has the greater role in accommodation. 
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1. Introduction 
Presbyopia is a ubiquitous process that manifests in loss of near focusing capacity in the fifth 
to sixth decade of life. The gradual decrease in accommodation with age follows a well-
recognised trend [1,2] although rates are known to vary with individuals. Reading glasses 
remain the common method of dealing with presbyopia; a number of attempts have been and 
continue to be made to develop accommodative intraocular lenses [3,4]. Success is limited 
because of a lack of understanding of how presbyopia develops and how different ocular 
components involved in accommodation may contribute to the process, as well as difficulties 
in determining a suitable material model of the eye lens and current limitations in surgical 
techniques.  
   Possible causes of presbyopia include changes in geometry [5,6] and in material properties 
of the lens [7-10] and its capsule [11-13] with age, as well as morphological changes to the 
ciliary muscle associated with alterations in zonular angles [6,14]. The lens grows throughout 
life such that both its thickness and equatorial diameter increase with age [15]. With the 
concomitant thickening of the ciliary body [16,17], there may be insufficient space left between 
the lens equator and ciliary body for the lens to alter its shape. Whilst varying techniques have 
resulted in a diverse range of values, even on lenses at similar ages, the consistent finding is 
that the lens becomes less pliable with age [7-10] while the lens capsule becomes more flaccid 
[11,18]. The apparent anterior shift of the zonular fibres [5] and the anterior inward movement 
of the apex of the ciliary body [16,17] could cause age-related alterations in the angles of the 
zonular fibres [6,14]. These combined changes would render it harder for the lens to alter its 
shape. 
Although factors that contribute to accommodative loss have been studied (reviewed by 
[19,20]), an improved understanding of the major or leading causes of accommodative loss and 
relative importance of these changes are needed. This study presents a sensitivity analysis based 
on axisymmetric Finite Element (FE) lens models for three different ages: 16, 35 and 48 years. 
The effect of age-related changes in geometries and material properties as well as a range of 
different combinations of zonular angles on the loss of accommodative capacity were 
investigated. 
 
2. Method 
Axisymmetric FE models of three human lenses aged 16, 35 and 48 years (Fig.1) were 
developed using ANSYS mechanical APDL (ver. 18.2, Canonsburg, Pennsylvania, USA). This 
is a mechanical simulation software that can be controlled by parametric design language and 
is mainly used for Finite Element Analysis. Geometries of models were based on optical 
measurements of human lenses using X-ray interferometric analysis at the SPring-8 
synchrotron [21]. Similar to previous studies [21, 22], detailed geometrical parameters used to 
construct each model were determined by fitting two splines to optical images [21] in 
SolidWorks (ver. 2017, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA), one for the whole lens shape and the 
other for the shape of the nucleus. Each spline is defined by three points (Fig. 2a) and three 
tangents (shown in Fig.2a in blue color with arrows). Coordinates of each point and weightings 
and radial direction of each tangent are listed in Table 1.  
 
 
Fig. 1. Representations of Finite Element models based on lenses aged (a) 16 years (b) 35 
years and (c) 48 years. Nuclear elements are shown in light blue, cortical elements are shown 
in purple. 
 
Each model consists of a nucleus, cortex, capsule, anterior, equatorial and posterior zonular 
fibres (Fig. 2). Capsular thicknesses were 13µm, 15µm and 17µm for the 16, 35 and 48 year 
old lenses, respectively [11]. The length and thickness of each zonular fibre was 1.5mm [23] 
and 50μm [24] respectively. Anchorage points of each zonular fibre on the lens capsule 
(labelled as A, L2 and P), were coupled to a number of neighboring nodes (Fig. 2b) such that 
the smooth curvature of lens model could be maintained during simulations. A range of angle 
combinations of the three zonular fibres (Fig. 2a) using a developed exhaustive search program, 
as reported in [22], were simulated for each model. The domain of the anterior zonular angle 
θa was [10°, 30°] toward the posterior direction (as indicated in Fig.1c), the domain of the 
equatorial zonular angle θe was [-14°, 14°] (the positive sign denotes the anterior direction) 
and the domain of the posterior zonular angle θp was [24°, 44°] toward the anterior direction 
of the lens. 
 Fig. 2. Using 16-year-old lens as an example showing (a) geometrical parameters used to 
construct the lens models and zonular fibres, (b) undeformed FE model and (c) deformed FE 
model. 
Table 1. Geometrical parameters used for constructing each lens model 
  L1 L2 L3 N1 N2 N3 A P 
16 
x-coordinate (mm) 0.00 4.03 0.00 0.00 2.53 0.00 3.46 3.54 
y-coordinate (mm) 2.08 0.00 -2.56 1.26 -0.06 -1.66 1.04 -1.19 
Tangent weighting 1 0.00 3.16 6.51 0.00 2.13 4.56 - - 
Tangent weighting 2 6.75 4.24 0.00 3.98 1.84 0.00 - - 
Tangent radial direction 0.00 -90.77 180.00 0.00 -87.31 180.00 - - 
35 
x-coordinate (mm) 0.00 4.47 0.00 0.00 2.70 0.00 3.73 3.88 
y-coordinate (mm) 1.78 0.00 -2.76 0.9. -0.18 -1.84 0.99 -1.26 
Tangent weighting 1 0.00 2.23 8.60 0.00 1.77 4.40 - - 
Tangent weighting 2 9.61 3.37 0.00 4.62 1.98 0.00 - - 
Tangent radial direction 0.00 -87.44 180.00 0.00 -83.74 180.00 - - 
48 
x-coordinate (mm) 0.00 4.71 0.00 0.00 3.10 0.00 3.92 4.05 
y-coordinate (mm) 1.65 0.00 -2.86 0.82 -0.20 -2.04 0.62 -1.66 
Tangent weighting 1 0.00 2.18 6.56 0.00 1.49 5.59 - - 
Tangent weighting 2 9.67 5.12 0.00 5.25 2.03 0.00 - - 
Tangent radial direction 0.00 -82.61 180.00 0.00 -79.54 180.00 - - 
 
Each material component of the FE model (Fig. 2c) was assumed to be linear elastic, 
isotropic and homogenous; elastic moduli for nucleus and cortex were taken from previous 
studies [7,10] and are listed in Table 2. Shear moduli obtained from [10] were converted into 
Young’s moduli using E=3G treating the lens as nearly incompressible [25,26]. Poisson’s ratio 
of 0.49 was used for the lens [22] and 0.47 for the capsule and zonular fibres [11,27]. Young’s 
moduli of the lens capsule [11] and zonular fibres [28,29] are also given in Table 2. 
Table 2. Material properties (Young’s moduli) of lens nucleus, cortex, capsule and zonular fibres from Fisher 
[7] and Wilde et al [10] (kPa: kilopascal; MPa: megapascal) 
Material set Fisher [7]  Wilde et al. [10] 
Age 16yo 35yo 48yo  16yo 35yo 48yo 
Nucleus (kPa) 0.5 0.6 1.1  0.5 2.7 5.6 
Cortex (kPa) 2.4 3.7 4.0  0.5 2.7 5.6 
Capsule (MPa) 5.9 4.9 4.2  5.9 4.9 4.2 
Zonular fibres (kPa) 350 
 
The lens nucleus and cortex were meshed using 8-node axisymmetric elements PLANE 183 
in ANSYS mechanical APDL. The capsule was treated as a membrane and meshed using 3-
node axisymmetric shell elements SHELL 209. The zonular fibres were modelled as 2-node 
shell elements SHELL 208, with membrane stiffness only. The total number of elements for 
each examined model was 1131 and the total number of nodes was 5500. Non-linear 
geometrical analyses were performed for all models. Displacements of 0.6mm by the anterior 
and posterior zonular fibres and 0.5mm by the equatorial zonular fibre were applied in six equal 
increments as previously described [22]. Applied displacements were made in accordance with 
a previous MRI study which showed that the maximal change in ciliary ring diameter during 
accommodation was 1.0 - 1.2mm [30]. It has been shown that the contractility of the ciliary 
muscle was retained with age even after the onset of presbyopia [31,32]; hence, constant 
displacements were applied for models of three different ages.  
Fig. 2b and Fig. 2c show the undeformed and fully deformed states of the 16-year-old lens 
model. The resultant changes in lens surface curvatures and thicknesses for each increment 
were used to analyse the relationships between radii of curvature of both anterior and posterior 
lens surfaces, and the changes in Central Optical Power (COP) [22, 33]. Standard statistical t-
test analyses for comparing slopes of two independent samples [22] was used to compare 
responses obtained from models with each zonular angle triplet and in vivo measurements [34] 
and a significance level of 0.05 was used to determine zonular angles that compare with in vivo 
data [34]. 
Original models were subjected to an interchange between shape and material properties to 
investigate how the various age-related changes contribute to accommodative loss. In the shape 
modified model set, the two older lens models, i.e. 35yo and 48yo models, assumed the 
geometry of the 16yo lens while retaining their original material properties. In the material 
modified model set, Young’s moduli of the lens nuclei, cortices and capsules of the two older 
lens models were given the values from the 16-year-old lens while retaining their original 
shapes.  
 
3. Results 
The maximum change in COP, i.e. difference in optical powers of each lens model in 
undeformed and fully deformed states is shown plotted against age in Fig. 3 for the original 
models, the material modified models and the geometry modified models and for two sets of 
material properties [7,10]. Each value in Fig.3 was obtained from the corresponding model with 
a zonular angle triplet that provided the highest change in COP from all simulated zonular angle 
triplets. For original models, using the material properties of Fisher [7], the maximum change 
in COP decreases with age from 8.7 dioptres for the 16 year old model to 4.7 dioptres for the 
48 year old model. A more pronounced decrease is seen in models with material properties of 
Wilde et al., [10] where the maximum change in COP decreases from 8.8 dioptres for the 16 
year old model to 1.1 dioptres for the 48 year old model (Fig. 3a).  
   When Young’s moduli of the two older lens models were substituted with the values from 
the 16 year old model, the decreasing trend with age was reduced. This was predominantly 
evident for models with material properties of Wilde et al. [10] (Fig. 3b). For these sets of 
models there was little if any difference between the models with material properties of Fisher 
[7] or Wilde et al [10].  
   When the two older lens models were given the geometries of the 16 year old lens, the 
changes in COP with age is significantly reduced (Fig. 3c) compared to the other sets (Figs. 3a 
and b). This is particularly clear for the models with material properties of Fisher [7] for which 
the 35 year old lens shows a higher COP change with accommodation than the 16 year old lens 
model. (Fig. 3c). 
 
 
 Fig. 3. Maximum change in Central Optical Power of models with both sets of material 
properties [7, 10] plotted against age for (a) original lens models, (b) models with material 
properties replaced with those of the 16year old lens and (c) models with the shape of the 
16year old lens. 
 
 
Fig. 4. Zonular angles that provide the closest fits to in vivo data [34], p-values used to 
evaluate the fits and resultant change in COP for all three aged models using two sets of 
material properties [7,10]. 
 
For each model, the optimal fits to the in vivo data [34] were determined by selecting the 
zonular angle combination that produced the maximum p-values for both anterior and posterior 
lens surfaces. A p-value lower than significance level of 0.05, indicates the existence of a 
statistical difference between two compared groups while a p-value closer to 1 means that there 
is no statistical difference found between the two compared groups. The results are plotted in 
Fig. 4 for the original models and for both sets of material properties. Only the 16 year old 
model demonstrates good fits to the in vivo data [34] for both anterior and posterior lens 
surfaces: no statistically significant differences were found between models with plotted 
zonular angle combinations (Fig. 4) and in vivo data [34] (p=0.94 for anterior and posterior 
surface fitting for the model with material properties of Fisher [7]; p=0.81 and 0.80 for anterior 
and posterior surface fitting for the model with material properties of Wilde et al. [10]). The 
two older lens models with either choice of material properties demonstrated good fits to in 
vivo data [34] for the anterior surface only (Fig. 4).  
The fits of the 16 and 35 year old models with zonular angle combinations as displayed in 
Fig. 4 are plotted in graphs in Fig. 5a, b for models with material properties of Fisher [7] and 
in Fig. 5c, d for models with material properties of Wilde et al. [10]. The 48 year old models 
are not shown because the resultant changes in COP were too low to be compared with the in 
vivo data [34] for either set of material properties [7,10]. It should be noted the maximum 
change in COP for each model as shown in Fig. 5 does not translate exactly to the values shown 
in Fig. 3 as these were obtained from models with different zonular angle triplets.  
 
 
Fig. 5. (a) Anterior and (b) posterior radii of curvature (R) plotted against change in Central 
Optical Power for models with material properties of Fisher [7] and (c) anterior and (d) 
posterior lens surfaces of models with material properties of Wilde et al. [10]. Model data is 
compared to in vivo measurements obtained from Dubbelman et al. [34] 
 
The optimal fits to in vivo data [34] of material modified and shape modified models of the 
35 and 48 year old models with two sets of material properties are plotted in Fig. 6. The shape 
modified models with either set of material properties show good fits for both anterior and 
posterior lens surfaces (all p-values > 0.05) as well as comparable changes in COP to those of 
in vivo data [34] (Fig. 6). The exception is the 48 year old model with material properties of 
Wilde et al. [10] as this model only provides 3.47 dioptres of COP change. Material modified 
models with both sets of material properties all demonstrate good fits for the anterior lens 
surfaces (p-values = 0.99) but poor fits for the posterior lens surfaces (p-values << 0.01) with 
the in vivo data [34] (Fig. 6). 
 
Fig. 6. Zonular angles that provide the closest fits to in vivo data [34], p-values used to 
evaluate the fits and resultant change in COP for modified models assuming either shape or 
material parameters of the 16-year-old lens. 
 
4. Discussion 
Models developed in the present study were based on material properties obtained from two 
studies using centrifugal forces to calculate lens elasticity [7,10]. The earlier study by Fisher 
[7] reported a stiffer lens cortex than nucleus at all measured ages. Burd et al. [35] indicated 
that Fisher [7] used simplified assumptions of lens geometries, and that contributions of 
capsular elasticity were not excluded. Such assumptions would result in erroneous findings of 
a greater stiffness in the lens cortex than in the nucleus [35]. To overcome these inaccuracies, 
Wilde et al. [10] adopted a high-speed camera that was synchronised for lens orientation and 
developed a hyper-elastic Finite Element model for inversely calculating the elastic moduli of 
measured lenses. Contrary to the results reported by Fisher [7], Wilde et al. [10] showed that 
the lens nucleus becomes stiffer than the lens cortex around the fourth to fifth decade of life.  
The present study adopts a similar modelling concept as in several previous studies [36-39] 
by constructing axisymmetric lens models, each with three different sections of zonular fibres. 
Each developed model was constructed in accordance with geometries of an intact lens rather 
than an assemblage of parameters from various sources [36,38,39]. In addition, a nodal 
coupling mechanism was introduced to anchorage points of zonular fibres on the lens capsule, 
to maintain smooth curvatures at the lens periphery during simulation. Instead of attaching the 
three zonular fibres to a single stretching point [36-39], the three different zonular fibres were 
provided with the capacity to move in three independent directions. A range of displacement 
combinations, of 0.5mm and 0.6mm, to three different sections of the zonule were simulated 
for the 16-year-old lens model. The combination that provided the closest fits to in vivo data 
[34] was 0.6mm to anterior and posterior zonular fibre, 0.5mm to the equatorial zonular fibre. 
Recent studies show that the capsular thickness varies spatially and is thicker at the anterior 
than the posterior pole and that the thickest part is at the lens periphery [40,41]. A previous 
study [22] showed that models with spatially varying capsular thicknesses [41], in general, 
demonstrate a slightly higher change in COP than models with uniform capsular thicknesses 
[12] but both types of models gave same conclusion with regard to the relative importance of 
different zonular sections. The choice of uniform capsular thickness for models in this study 
reduced computational power and simulation time.  
The selection of domains of three zonular angles were made according to a previous study 
[33]: the model with 20 degree anterior zonular angle demonstrated good fits to in vivo data 
[34] for the anterior lens surface; the model with 35 degrees of posterior zonular angle 
demonstrated good fits to in vivo data [34] for the posterior lens surface; the equatorial zonular 
angle was not found to have make any significant contribution to either the optical powers or 
to the deformations of lens models [22]. Therefore, a baseline value of zonular angle triplet of 
[20, 0, 35] was selected for the sensitivity analysis and the angular domain was decided by 
extending each of three baseline values to 10 degrees on either side. The 16 year old models 
(Fig. 4) and the shape modified models of both 35 and 48 year old models with two sets of 
material properties [7,10] (Fig. 6) show good fits to the in vivo data [34]. All have relatively 
flatter anterior zonular angles ranging from 10 to 16 degrees, and a steeper posterior zonular 
angle, ranging from 34 to 44 degrees. It should be noted that the incremental changes in COP 
from lens models do not map exactly onto in vivo data (Fig. 5) because the latter measured 
response to an accommodative stimulus [34]. The comparison between models and in vivo data 
[34] were via slopes of linear regression lines of radius of curvature versus change in focusing 
power; this evaluates the extent to which the lens can alter its surface curvature per dioptre.  
The maximum change in COP produced by original models decreases with age and is more 
pronounced for models using material properties of Wilde et al. [10] (Fig. 3a). This is closer to 
the in vivo results as accommodation is almost lost by the fifth decade [1, 2]. Replacing the 
material properties and the geometries of the 35 and 48 year old models with those of the 16 
year old model, can increase the change in COP as seen in Figures 3b,c. These results confirm 
that both geometrical and mechanical changes with age play a role in accommodative loss. 
However, geometric changes seem to have a more important influence as the shape modified 
models show a higher restoration of COP (Fig. 3c). Such results are consistent with a previous 
modelling study that reported a restoration of up to 3.7 dioptres of accommodative amplitude 
in a model based on a 45 year old lens when the model was given the curvatures of a younger 
lens (29 year old); replacing the material properties of the older lens model with those of the 
younger lens only restored 0.83 dioptres of optical power [42]. Dimensions of the lens: the 
thicknesses and equatorial diameters, increase with age [43-45], resulting in anterior and 
posterior surfaces becoming steeper as the lens grows [46, 47].   
Consistent with the previous study [22], altering the zonular angles for the 16 year old 
model can provide good fits to in vivo data [34] for both anterior and posterior lens surfaces. 
Modifying the shapes of the 35 and 48 year old models gives good fits for both surfaces (Fig. 
6). Modifying the material properties only provides good fits of the modelling data to the in 
vivo data [34] for the anterior lens surface (Fig. 6). This further indicates the predominant 
importance on accommodative capacity of lens geometry over material properties. Efforts at 
restoring the accommodative ability of implants should focus on techniques and designs that 
can mimic lens shapes of younger, highly accommodating lenses. This may also apply to lens 
refilling techniques using elastic polymers [48-51] that behave mechanically and optically as 
the natural lens; the desired shape should be one that maximizes accommodation for the least 
effort.  
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